Further Mathematics
What is Further Mathematics? Further Mathematics provides a deeper
grounding in, and greater conceptual understanding of, both Pure and Applied
Mathematics.

What will I learn?

Assessment in Mathematics:

The Further Pure content covers complex
numbers, matrices, vectors, other coordinate
systems, series, proof by induction. Students
will also be learning Further Statistics and
Further Mechanics, which extends the ideas
presented in Maths A-level.
By studying Further Mathematics, pupils gain a
broader and more in-depth knowledge of a
variety of fields of Mathematics.

At the end of Year 13, you will sit four papers:
Two Further Pure papers
One Further Statistics paper
One Further Mechanics paper
Throughout your two years studying, there will
be regular end of unit/topic tests, as well as
mixed topic papers.

Entry Requirements
Usual St Marylebone entry requirements of a

In addition, students learn highly transferable
skills such as logic, independent thought and
problem solving.
Wherever possible pupils apply their
knowledge to real-world problems. Further
Mathematics is highly regarded by universities
and future employers, and any student considering applying for courses with a high mathematical content (such as Physics or Engineering)
and/or competitive entry, will be at an advantage if they were to choose Further Mathematics as an A Level option.
*Note:
If you are potentially considering degrees in
disciplines such as Maths, Physics, Economics
or Engineering and University, we strongly
advise you to research university course
requirements at this point. Students sometimes
decide not to take Further Maths at A Level
because they are finding it difficult to choose
between subjects, but realise too late that
Further Maths is becoming a much stronger
expectation for such courses at good
universities.

minimum of five 9-6 grades at GCSE, as well as:


Grade 8 (or above) in Maths GCSE



Grade 7 in one Science GCSE

Plus you must also be taking Maths A-Level.

Entry Suggestions
It is suggested that you are confident with grade
8-9 algebra skills. If you achieve a grade 8
through hard work on other topics, but are
lacking in your algebraic skills, you will struggle
at A Level.
If you are planning to take Further Maths,
confidence with your algebraic skills at grade 89 level is even more important. You must also
have a genuine enthusiasm for the subject – it
will form half of your load of study.
Some strong students however, can be liable to
underestimate their skills and assume that you
can only take Further Maths if you are a genius.
Again, if you are in doubt, your teachers are
best placed to advise them on whether you are
likely to be able to do well in the subject.
*Note: We may take the Maths A-Level in year
12, then the Further Maths A-Level in year 13.
This is not yet finalised.
Exam board: OCR (A)
Link to course specification here
Link to example exam papers here

Complementary Subjects:




Art and Music—patterns, influences
Business and Economics—to use mathematical skills in real scenarios
Computer Science—designing and analysing
efficient computer programmes and developing proofs
English and Humanities—to demonstrate
your problem solving and analytical skills
Further Mathematics—to delve deeper into
mathematics (may be essential for some
university courses)
Geography—analysing physical and human
geography
Psychology—to use research methods and
statistics
Science—to apply mathematics in the real
world in Biology, Chemistry or Physics

Careers in Maths:


Acoustic consultant



Actuary



Astronomer



Chartered accountant



Civil servant



Computing



Data analyst



Data scientist



Doctor



Engineer (all kinds)



Financial services



Investment analyst



Journalist



Legal professional



Mathematician



Medical professional



Psychologist



Research scientist

Scholarships:



Scientist

Studying Further Maths entitles you to apply for
a Maths Scholarship. For more details, click here



Software engineer

Here’s what our students think!



Statistician



Surveyor



Teacher








Enrichment in Mathematics:
As well as studying interesting topics, there are a
number of enrichment activities to get involved
with too:

Visit universities

HQS Wellington trip to see A-Level Maths
being used in real life

Theatre visits to Maths Inspiration shows

Lots of free Podcasts about Maths
available

STEM Club and Ambassadors

Rich mathematical tasks, available here

Book list recommendations, available here

And many, many more...

